Perlecan/HSPG2 and matrilysin/MMP-7 as indices of tissue invasion: tissue localization and circulating perlecan fragments in a cohort of 288 radical prostatectomy patients

Supplementary Materials
Supplementary Figure S1 : Study design. In this study, serum was collected from 300 patients at the time of prostatectomy. These sera were analyzed for perlecan fragments and β2M levels (288 samples total, used in Figure 5 and Table 3 ). A subset of these patients (157) were used to construct a serialized tissue microarray (TMA). Each subject had a corresponding cancerous core and normal adjacent core. After digitization, a pathologist ascribed a region of interest (ROI) consisting of different annotation/tissue types (Gleason grade 3, 4, 5 (G3, 4, 5), normal gland (NG), normal stroma (NS), tumor-related stroma (TS)). These ROIs were quantified to provide a light intensity transmission value. Through a formula accounting for pixel area and absorbance, the value was transmuted into a concentration value (concentration values used in Figure 3 , Table 2 and 3). In some analyses, cancer cores and normal cores within each patient were compared to derive new ratiometric values, G3/NG, G4/NG, and TS/NS (as seen in Figures 1 and 2 ). This provides a new statistic that depicts how much higher the given stain is within each subject in comparison to its normal counterpart. 
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